Hole in one club: Everett
Riley

Hole 8, 105 yards, gap wedge, January 17, 2021
Everett was playing with his buddy Nathan Johnson, when he made the first
ace of his short golfing career. He just took up the game in August. I don’t
think he realizes how difficult it is to get one of these babies!

Hole in one club: Kim Morales

Hole 8, 105 yards, 7 iron, January 18, 2021
Kim was playing in her weekly Sweeps Round with her husband, Manuel,
and friends Ginger and Ron Riehl when she made her first Ace..from our
new back tees! Golf runs in Kim’s family. Her sister is also an
accomplished golfer and her father was a multiple club champion at his
home course when Kim was a youngster.

Hole in one club: Jim
English

Hole 15, 165 yards, September 24, 2020
Jim was playing in his weekly Sweeps Round with Sean Donahue when his
baby draw 4 wood hit the middle of the green and slowly rolled into a back
left hole. Yes, he did win a skin. This is Jim’s 4th Ace in 50 years of golf.

Hole in one club: Gary
Dennis

Hole 16, 125 yards, October 30, 2020
Gary’s aced the 16th hole using a 5 iron and a Kirkland ball
(maybe they are good balls, hey?). His feat was witnessed by
Brian Mylar and Joe Kingman.

Hole in one club: Nancy
Honea

Hole 11, 145 yards, September 17, 2020
Nancy was playing in her weekly Sweeps Round with her family (Lorene,
Corey & Julianna, when her tee shot on 11 hit just short of the green, ran to
a back left hole location, struck the flagstick and dropped into the cup. This
ace got Nancy a gross and a net skin! Earlier this year, both of her grandchildren made holes-in-one. Good golf obviously runs in the family.

Hole in one club: Calvin
Thompson

Hole 5, 125 yards, September 19, 2020, 8 iron
You know what is better than making a hole-in-one? Making one on your
anniversary in front of your wife (Alex). Happy anniversary you two!

Hole in one club: Chuck
Holloway

Hole 9, 145 yards, July 31st, 2020
Chuck used a 6 iron for his second-ever hole-in-one. His
feat was witnessed by Brian and Jennifer Betti.

Hole in one club: Carl
Wilkins

Hole 15, 145 yards, August 1, 2020
And he did it wearing a Cowboy Hat! Carl made his Ace
With a hybrid for his first-ever hole in one. His accomplishment
Was witnessed by Rudy Binkele.

Hole in one club: Dave
Hovde

Hole 9, 140 yards, July 11, 2020, 8 iron
Dave has had three aces in his golfing career, all in the
past three years and all at River Oaks. Most golfers never experience
a hole-in-one, so this is quite a feat. His buddy, Jack Erhart
witnessed all of them.

Hole in one club: Michael
Constantine

Hole 13, 130 yards, May 28, 2020, 8 iron
Michael Came out to enjoy a break from the Corona Viruz
“shelter in place” rules (golf is considered an essential activity).
Michael was rewarded with a rare hole in one off of a perfect 8 iron!

Hole in one club: Cliff Davis

Hole 15, 130 yards, May 2, 2020, Pitching Wedge
Cliff is an avid, and quite good, golfer, but this was his first Ace. It
was witnessed by his son, Hudson, brother, Glenn and father, River
Oaks’ Own Arlen Davis. Nothing like sharing the experience with
family!

Hole in one club: Robert
Maxwell

Hole 16, 130 yards, May 2, 2020, 7 Iron
This was Robert’s first Ace. He was playing late in the day with
about a 25 MPH wind in his face. He hit a controlled 7 iron that
knifed through the gale and into the cup. Nice job, Robert!

Hole in one club: Julianna
Honea

Hole 14, 115 yards, February 28, 2020
Julianna has been playing seriously for only the past year, and man
is her game coming around. Her Ace was on the 14th hole with an 8
iron. Witnesses were here grand mothers, Lorene & Nancy.

Hole in one club: Sean
Donahue AGAIN?

Hole 4, January 23, 125 yards, 8 iron
Hole 8, February 28, 120 yards, 8 iron
Sean has made three Aces at River Oaks, two in 2020, and it’s only
February! Both were in the Sweeps, which makes them not only great
to have, but profitable, as well (“1’s” will usually get you a skin).

Hole in one club: Dale Ekdahl

Hole 4, January 23, 125 yards, 8 iron
This was Dale’s second ace at River Oaks. Witnesses were his buddies,
Paul Morris, Mike Bolger and Steve Urman

Dale was playing the 4th hole with his buddies, Mike Bolger, Paul
Morris & Steve Thompson on Thursday. He tee'd off on the 105
yard hole with his pitching wedge. He hit a nice little draw that
landed, skipped twice and dove into the cup. This is Dale's

second hole-in-one at River Oaks....and no, he was not in the
Sweeps at the time of this Ace :(

Hole in one club: Bryan Mylar

Hole 9, August 13, 2019, 165 yards, 5-iron
Bryan is new to the game, so no one told him how
difficult it is to make an Ace. Bryan hit what he
described as a mediocre 5 iron. His ball landed
about 20 yards short of the green, rolled…and
rolled…and dropped in to the cup that was
positioned at the back of the green. His feat was

witnessed by his buddy, Randy Peterson

Hole in one club: Corey
Lockaton

Hole 4, May 6, 2019, 110 yards, sand
wedge
Corey is our current Junior Club Champion, and he
showed us why on May 6th. Playing with Jim English
and Sean Donahue, Corey hit his Titleist Vokey 54
degree wedge for this uphill 110 yard shot. The ball
hit about four feet left of the hole, spun to the
right and dropped into the cup. Corey just picked
up this club in our pro shop a few days earlier. He

said he needed something to fill the gap between his
pitching wedge and lob wedge. I think you found
it, Corey!

Hole in one club: Erik
Bocanegra

Hole 7, May 2, 2019, 148 yards, 8 iron
Erik was visiting the area from San Diego, playing
with his parents, Art & Lydia and girlfriend, Lani
Reatiga. When he reached the 7th hole, one we
recently lengthened, he hit a gorgeous 8 iron into
the cup! this is erik’s second ace…much to the
dismay of his father. Art has played a lot longer
and has yet to achieve this feat. Nice shot, Erik!

Hole in one club: Craig Price

Hole 5, October 4, 2018, 125 yards, 8 iron
craig is one of our regulars…plays 2 or 3
times a week. He was one of the few guys to
take enough club this week, as the pin was
WAAAY back. His club selection paid off with
a nice Ace!

Hole in one club: James
Bennett

Hole 17, 145 yards, 8 iron, Sept., 2018
James was out for an evening round of
golf…not playing too well (21 over for the
first 12 holes). Then, he got hot: Par on
13..birdie on 16…then his tee shot of a lifetime

on 17 went in. His brother, Chris, witnessed
this feat.

Hole in one club: Pete Schmidt

2nd hole, August 21, 2018, 9 iron
pete won $500 for this little gem…playing in
the Sweeps with Paul Morris. Note his ball

mark just short of the hole! this is pete’ 6th
hole in one in 40 years of golf.

Hole in one club: David Hovde

2nd hole, 2017 & 2018, gap wedge
I think Dave likes this hole. He has aced it
twice in the past 8 months…with the same
club. Keep that gap wedge, Dave!

Hole in one club: Dale Ekdahl

April 10, 2018: 8th hole, 9 iron!
Witnessed by Jim Mikkelson
Dale is a lifelong golfer and this was his
first hole-in-one. He hit a beautiful shot to
a front pin…a couple of bounces and …hung
up between the edge of the cup and the
flagstick for just a second to add to the
suspense, then dropped. The best part is that
he was in the Sweeps, thus won $500. Way to
go, Dale!

Hole in one club: Joey Munoz

April 15, 2018, 11th hole, Pitching Wedge
joey’s ace was during a sunday scramble. his
playing partners included Heon Gonzales,
Richard Cordsen, Jim English & Young Kim.
His shot was the highlight of the
tournament!

HOLE IN ONE club: Ron Roper

2012, 3rd hole, 7 iron, 2018 4th hole, 9 iron
So what do Walter Payton and Ron Roper have
in common? They both perform better when
sick. In 1977, Walter ran for a record 275 yards
against the Vikings with a 102* fever. In 2012, Ron
dragged himself to the golf course with a cold.
Good thing he did, since he made this great hole
in one on a tough hole. Witnesses included his
wife, Julie and Bob and Martina Smith. To top
things off, Ron made another one in 2018. I
think he like River Oaks.

Hole in one club: Sean Donahue

Feb. 28, 2017, 8th hole, 120 yards, 9 iron
Witnesses: Jim English, Richard Cordsen and
Bill Spomer
Sean is one of our greens volunteers. He keeps
2nd and 6th greens weed free. It is only fitting
that his first ace came on his green. He hit a
beautiful, high 9 iron from the white tees (8th
hole) uphill into a breeze. His ball landed
about 10 feet short of the flagstick, rolled
forward and hung on the edge of the cup
for what seemed like an eternity before
toppling in.

HOLE IN ONE club: Brandon
Rash

November 19, 2017, 2nd hole, 9 iron
One would think that a hole-in-one results
from great preparation and concentration.
One would be wrong in this case. Brandon
showed up at River Oaks today for a round of
golf…but…forgot his golf shoes, forgot his
clubs. No problem, he can just borrow his

buddy’s sticks. his first shot of the day was on
hole 9 with the borrowed 9-iron. In the hole.
So much for preparation.

Hole in one club: John
Herreid

3rd hole, 175 yards, Jan 15, 2017, 5 hybrid
In keeping with the traditions of the old
scots, jon was playing our saturated course
on a cold morning between rain storms. His
perseverance was rewarded with a hole in
one on our longest par three. To make
things tougher, the flagstick was tucked
behind the bunker. Nice shot, John!

Hole in one club: James Cooper

2nd hole, july 20, 2016, 8 iron
James came out for a little afternoon golf
and hit his one in a million shot with his
buddy dan raines. Good job, james!

Hole in one club: Chris Slate

2nd hole, July 10, 2015, 9 iron
Witnessed by his wife, Ann, Debbie English and
Arlen davis. Chris made his ace during our
monthly Sunday scramble. Nice shot, but
buying drinks for 28 people in the
tournament cost him big time!

Hole in one club: mark
boswell

1st hole, June 9, 2015, 8 iron.
Mark was playing with three of his buddies.
He hit a nice little 8 iron to a center pin for
a magnificent “ace”. while buying beers
afterwards, mark said that his was the
closest he has ever hit it to the hole on that
green.
ya think?

Hole in one club: john brehm

2nd hole, February 4, 2016, 9 iron.
John is one of our volunteers. His responsibility
is to weed the 2nd green. He worked on it
yesterday as a matter of fact. today, his
efforts paid off. He hit a gorgeous 9 iron over
the back hole location and backed the ball up
across weed-free turf and into the hole! Too
bad john was in the sweeps yesterday and not
today. His poor timing cost him $200.

Hole in one club: sam baker

2nd hole, 9 iron. March, 2015.
Sam is one of our enthusiastic 20-somethings
who has a great time during afternoon
rounds with his buddies. He has been a great
addition to our course. Facing a tricky
shot to a hole cut right behind the bunker,
Sam hit a beautiful little 9 iron that barely
carried the bunker, skipped forward and
into the cup.

HOLE IN ONE club: steve brehm

5th hole, February 12, 2015,
steve’s ace was witnessed by his sons, robert &
john. How great is that? A resident at
traditions heard the yelling and rushed out
of her house to see what was wrong, only to
be a witness to the celebration.

HOLE IN ONE club: izzy bressler

2nd hole, march 16, 2015, 5 wood
Izzy Bressler is probably river oaks’ most avid
golfer. 18 holes a day, nearly every day. He
was definitely due for an ace.

HOLE IN ONE club: Bob Brigham

2nd hole, 2013, 3 hybrid
Bob is another of our daily golfers. For his
“ace”, bob hit a sweet little 3-hybrid over the
bunker and into the hole! way to go Bob!

HOLE IN ONE club: Bob Desoto

2015 3th hole, 175 yards, 6 iron
Bob hit a nice 6 iron that hit just short and
right of a middle-right hole. His hole in one
is a little better than most. It took place in
our weekly “sweeps”, thus he pocketed $200!

HOLE IN ONE club: Justin Kamp

February 27, 2015, Hole #2 100 yards.
Justin hit a perfect 9 iron! Witnessed by
playing partner Justin Swank

Hole in one club: clive collins

2013, 2nd hole, 110 yards, wedge
Witnesses: Bill Watson & John B

Clive has had one hole in one in his life and
we are happy that he chose river Oaks to do
it. he can’t remember if he used a pitching
wedge or a sand wedge, but whichever it was,
he his a shot to remember!

HOLE IN ONE club: Chris Petrie

How about 3 of them during his time on our
course!!?? His most recent was on February 19,
2015 on Hole #2, 115 yards to back pin Using a 9
iron. Chris obviously feels at home at river
oaks!

Hole in one club: Mike
Nicholas

October 28, 2015 14th hole, pitching wedge
Mike just recently returned to the game
after his back surgery. Kind of taking it
easy, if you know what we mean. He and his
wife, Susan, arrived at the 14th hole (2nd hole
from the blues) and he smoothed a nice
pitching wedge 115 yards into the cup! Nice

going, mike. Congratulations also on an
obviously successful surgery!

Hole in one club: John
Salamanca

2nd hole, January 8, 2014, 8 iron
john witnessed jack omarr’s ace earlier in
the year, so needed one of his own…in front
of Jack, no less! Nice shot, John!

Hole in one club: John
o’marr

3rd hole, April 3, 2014, 1 iron
Jack, who was 88 year old, gave hope to all
who have yet to get an ace. He used a 1 iron
for his ace…. and we thought no one carries
a one iron any more, right?

Hole in one club: Craig
Taylor

2013-4th hole
We now know the secret to making a hole in
one. Listen to your wife. During their
round, when they got to the fourth hole,
she told craig “why don’t you slow down
and pay attention to what you are doing”.
He did. He hit a gorgeous shot left of the pin.
The ball released right into the hole.

HOLE IN ONE club: Arlen Davis

2nd hole, 2013
arlen’s was not exactly a thing of beauty,
but as they say, there is no room on the
scorecard for pictures. In 2013, on the second
hole, he hit a low…we are talking worm
burner low, shot on the second hole.
doggone if the ball didn’t go in, denting the
flagstick in the process!

HOLE IN ONE club: Bart
Ellerbroek

2013 4th hole, 107 yards
bart’s biggest claim to fame at river oaks is
that he was instrumental in getting a first
tee program in place. Oh yeah, he also had a
hole in one here-4th hole, 9 iron, witnessed by
his buddy, danny Hampton. Couldn’t happen
to a nicer guy!

HOLE IN ONE club: Jim
Mikkelson

2nd hole, 2013, 8 iron
jim’s ace was to a back pin, requiring more
club than he would normally use. Good
call, Jim. Another hole in one on 2? We may
need to make the cup smaller on that hole!

Hole in one club: Sam Shires

2nd hole, 2012, 7 iron.
If you know Sam…big guy, ex-professional
baseball player…you’d wonder why he
needed a 7 iron. Well, Sam and Arlen Davis
were playing with just one club, a 7 iron.
When they got to #2, Sam shortened his swing
and hit a little liner that bounced and
rolled right into the cup.

Hole in one club: Derrick
Lavoie

5th hole, 2011
So, which hole in one should we tell you
about? The one in 2011 on the 5th hole? Or the
one a week later on the 5th hole? Yes, two
holes-in-one on the same hole a week apart.
too bad we didn’t have the sweeps back then!

Hole in one club: J. Neal

jay has had two of these babies…both on
hole #2 with a middle pin. One was in
December, 2011 and then next in august, 2012.
its been a while…sounds like you are due for
another, J!

Hole in one club: Steve Nettles
Hole 1, April, 2011, 135 yards, 9 iron
Steve was playing River Oaks with his wife,
Lynsie, when he made his remarkable Ace. His 9
iron hit the flagstick about halfway up and
dove into the hole. bounces like that don’t
happen too often. As Harvey Pennick used to
say…”give luck a chance to happen”. you did
just that, Steve

Hole in one club: Derrick
LaVoie

July, 2009: 5th hole, twice in one
week!
Derrick made his first ever hole in one on
July 6, 2009 with a 9 iron on the 5th hole.
Amazingly, 4 days later, he made another ace
on the same hole, this time with an 8 iron to
a different pin placement. What a week!

Hole in one club: Chris Hubert

2005, 3th hole, 150 yards, 5 iron
chris’ ace might be the first recorded at
River Oaks. He was playing with his wife, Teri,
about a year after we opened. His sweet 5iron landed short of the hole, took two
bounces and disappeared into the cup!

